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Macabre Scene Leads to Mass Rescue
With the stroke of a pen, 77 animals were officially
Sheriff’s Department received four calls over six years
relinquished to CVAR on Oct. 8. For the previous three
regarding the condition of the animals. Each time it was
months, these animals had been under our care and living
investigated.
in our barn and pastures
According to current
but were legally the custody
Washington law, the officer
of Clallam County after
must see that the animal is
being seized from a Sequim
“suffering unnecessary or
farm.
unjustifiable physical pain.”
The process of law
The cause of that could
enforcement moving in to
be a lack of sanitation,
seize animals in neglect or
shelter, medical care, etc.
abuse cases is not as quick
Even worse would be
or simple as one might
starvation or dehydration,
TWO SHEEP IN NEED OF HELP
think. In this case, the
See NEWS, Page 2

T

his summer and fall have been both exhausting
and gratifying. I had more wildlife admitted for
rehabilitation than ever before – well over 100
animals, with 71 percent
already released.
Anyone who visited
the ranch this fall will have
seen “Tucker’s Barn” take
Sara Penhallegon
shape. This is the
fantastic new barn for Brutus the steer and Maybelle the
pig, who had destroyed their old barn. It will also give us
the space to provide shelter to some of our horses. The
barn will have a chute for cattle, pigs and ornery horses so
we can safely provide medical care to even our leastcooperative patients.
The barn is a gift from some wonderful donors in
memory of Stephanie and Chris Hawley’s dog, Tucker.
Stephanie was a volunteer and Board member for many
years before retiring in June.

Letter from
the Director

We also took in one of our largest seizures of animals
in June. We worked hard with Clallam County officers to
seize and then rehabilitate 77
animals (see related article
above).
Thanks to the efforts of my
husband, Robert Heck, we
used the online site GoFundMe
to raise money for a muchneeded tractor. With those and
additional donations, we were
able to purchase the tractor in August.
The other great improvement in time for winter is
electricity in Stephanie’s Barn. That project was started in
April, and completed in early July. We have lights and will
be able to use heat lamps if needed.
None of our work would be possible without our
wonderful volunteers who keep this place running. We
thank all of you for your continued support of our mission.
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News Helicopter Films Seizure
but even that requires the officer to note that the same situation of physical pain has extended “for a period sufficient
to cause considerable suffering.”
Officer Tracey Kellas determined that the donkeys’ extremely long hooves and the excessive wool on the sheep
were causing unnecessary and unjustifiable pain. She was successful in getting a search warrant. A lot of work and
planning from all sides went into this event. The Sheriff’s Department had to arrange for officers who could secure the
site, a veterinarian who could assess the condition of each animal, a place where the seized animals could be housed
and medically attended to, and a transport vehicle for the animals.
They contacted us, and we were able to supply all but the officers. A date was set, and we went in.
It was a macabre scene as this crew of rescuers went in through a crowd of cheering people at the entrance to the
property while overhead a news helicopter circled, getting the best shots it
Center Valley Animal Rescue
could of the deplorable conditions on this farm. Sara Penhallegon had been
Board of Directors
in on seizures before. She was prepared to see starving and uncared for
animals.
Director: Sara Penhallegon
Among the lot there were two sheep that were emaciated and appeared
Treasurer: Connie Graham
to
never
have been sheared. Two donkeys needed hoof trimming just to be
Secretary: Cheryl Halverson
able to walk to the waiting trailer. Of the four goats, one was emaciated,
Volunteer Coordinator: Joanne Mackey
and all were riddled with parasites.
Administration: Pat Todd
What Sara was not prepared for were the dead carcasses of many farm
Board Members: Jean Holtz, Mary Olson,
animals that littered the grounds among the living goats, sheep and
Dr. Jan Richards, Heidi Ruegg
donkeys. Once back at the ranch, the rehab process started. It included
Special thanks to our veterinarians at
antibiotics, parasite treatment, eye drops and careful, graduated feeding.
Chimacum Valley Veterinary Hospital
This wasn’t the first time we have assisted with a county animal seizure,
and Dr. Jan Richards
and it likely will not be the last. Our focus is on the animals, getting them
healthy and feeling safe and ready to adopt into a much happier situation.
Newsletter Committee: Dave Cunningham,
Sara Penhallegon, Pat Todd
Center Valley Animal Rescue
is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization

Mission Statement
Center Valley Animal Rescue is committed
to providing safe harbor and rehabilitation
for unwanted, injured or abandoned
domesticated and wild animals, thereby
decreasing the number of unnecessary
euthanasias performed. We believe all
creatures have inherent value, a right to
life, and are entitled to have their basic
needs met in a kind and caring manner.
Center Valley Animal Rescue is dedicated
to finding loving homes for all adoptable
animals in our care. We offer permanent
sanctuary to the domestic animals that
cannot be adopted and the rehabilitation
and release of wild animals.

… THESE ARE THE SAME SHEEP ON PAGE 1 … AFTER REHAB
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H

e arrived at CVAR as a feral, wary of humans but
but now one family. Hopper the goat came to CVAR eight
trusting other cats. He was given the name “Fuzz
years ago with her two sheep buddies who looked after
Butt” and roamed the ranch for several years before
her. They have since died. Sadie was featured in our
being brought into the medical room for an illness. He
Spring 2012 newsletter. She – along with Sierra, Samuel
was warm, comfortable and had good food. The people
and Sparky – were part of a farm animal seizure that
were pretty nice, too. Once healthy,
year. Sadie was the worst case and
he was moved into the senior room
could not even stand. Sierra was not
and enjoyed that even more.
much better off.
Karen
A local family
Elizabeth,
was looking for
who goes by
pasture pals who
K.E., came
would be good
looking for a cat, and Fuzz Butt jumped into her lap. Her
mowers. They were only too happy to adopt this great
first impression was that he had been loved and wellgroup.
cared-for all his life. She never would have
“They are a wonderful and special
pegged him as once feral.
bunch,” Karle told me. “They move as one
She adopted him and renamed him
and are never more than 2 feet from each
Oscar. He settled into his new home
other.”
within a day. By bedtime, he found his
They are enjoying 2½ acres, a quiet
resting place in bed next to her.
and peaceful area for them to graze.
Oscar was slowly introduced to the
Karle said it took a while for all of them
rest of the family and from the start
to warm up to the new humans in their
seemed to know he was in a very safe
life. But with offerings of treats, they’ve
place. The dogs have a respect for the
become comfortable with their new
cats, and all seem to find a good way to
family.
be with each other.
Hopper the goat is the leader among
When Oscar feels a need for a
them. All the sheep seem to rally around
daytime nap, he loves to settle next to
her. When she moves, they all move.
K.E.’s 6-year-old chocolate lab. The puppy
“They’re like fish in a school,” said Karle.
OSCAR “FUZZ BUTT”
in the household is fascinated by Oscar.
“They all move at the same rate, never
He likes to lick Oscar, and Oscar cleans the puppy’s ears.
grazing on their own.”
Crash the cat loves to annoy everyone and tries his best
Karle has noticed that Samuel seems to be the
with Oscar, but Oscar ignores him. And occasionally
second in command, although Sadie is now coming out
they’ll all settle on the couch with K.E. for a rest – except of her shell. “And all of them are very plump,” she added
the lab, who lies on the floor. “He’s a good example of
with a laugh. All of their pets are from shelters, Karle
what rescue is
said. “They are
all about,” says
the most loyal
K.E. “You’re able
and most
to change an
gracious of pets
animal’s life and
– this group in
the lives of the
particular.”
adopters, too.”
Karle is glad
they can offer this
FOUR SHEEP
tranquil place for
and a goat –
them to live in
different
peace for the rest
SIERRA, SPARKY ,SADIE ,HOPPER and SAMUEL
backgrounds,
of their lives.

Adoption Tales

‘What Rescue is All About’
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LUCY

PHAROAH

BARNEY and ANDY

DIXIE CHICK
MAYA

Want to take one of us home? Phone CVAR at (360) 765-0598
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‘We Will Never Let Anyone Hurt Him Again’
By Sara Penhallegon
The young dog seemed to be a target right from the
start. He spent his first year in an abusive home with an
owner who intended to shoot him. A tender-hearted man
stepped up and took the dog in. This man loved him very
much, but had no means to provide for him. The young
dog spent much of his time on a chain. When allowed
off, he could really run.
One day he was running
“BULLET”
through the woods when,
BANG! A bullet hit his leg
and shattered the femur.
Stoically, he made his way
home, where his owner
tried to make him
comfortable for the
weekend. They had no car

or money, so on Monday morning, they started their
journey, walking and hitchhiking to the veterinary
hospital. The journey was a long one – about 25 miles.
The dog’s leg was dangling and swelling more with every
step.
At the hospital, an X-ray revealed the severity of the
fractured leg and a bullet in two pieces embedded
inside. The man knew
See NEVER AGAIN, Page 7

hope you enjoyed the fall season with its wonderful
foliage color changes – but keep an eye on your
pets, too, as flea numbers spike in autumn. I've
seen many itchy and flea-infested dogs and cats lately.
How do fleas stick
around when we
have so many
Th_ Do]tor is
weapons?
They're sneaky
Dr. Robert Nathan, DVM
– biting and hiding
deep in jungles of
fur. Some owners
are unaware fleas are present. Or maybe they used
products that killed many fleas but left a few, either on
one of the pets or as pupae hiding in the home.
Why is fall busier? Fleas breed and increase in numbers most during warm seasons, normally dying back in
winter's cold. Also, some fleas are becoming resistant to
some of the older flea products.
Often the problem is just not understanding flea biology and following through a control plan. Consider: a female flea lays 40-50 eggs DAILY after hatching from a
pupa, jumping on a pet, biting some blood, and mating.
She continues for four to six weeks. Her offspring repeat

this cycle as early as three weeks later, or can lay
dormant up to six months or more. Scary math!
So when we see fleas or
suspect them from a pattern
of itch and hair loss, we want
an excellent flea-control plan.
This includes proper use of
safe and fast-killing (before
egg-laying!) products on all
pets in the home for six
months or more. Pets that
have developed allergic reactions to flea saliva (it's common) need this every year,
sometimes year-round. The
plan must also include eliminating the young stages hiding in the home. This is crucial as pupa are resistant to
ANY spray/foggers.
Please consult with your veterinarian for a full plan,
including best products for your pets. Many newer ones
include topical spot-ons and very convenient, safe, and
fast-working/long-lasting pills. Your furry friend will be so
much more comfortable, and enjoy the season as much
as you!

I

In

MINUS A LEG, HE STILL LOVES TO RUN
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By Ava Amos
When I was 7, I decided I wanted to volunteer at Center
Valley Animal Rescue. When I first started, I was the
youngest volunteer, and all I could really do was play
with the animals. As I got older, I got closer with the other volunteers and learned a lot.
I think that volunteering at CVAR has made me more
responsible and caring. Seeing some of the animals
come in that just need love and care makes me know
that there is nothing better than helping animals! CVAR
is such a wonderful place to not only care for animals,
but to find the true meaning of love.
One of my favorite memories is when a dog named
Jake came to the shelter with many wounds, and nobody
who loved him. Jake was a bait dog, which means that
people tied him up, and fighting dogs attacked him. Jake
was a yellow lab who was sweet and quiet. With many
months of work, Jake became adoptable. Now he lives
with two wonderful people and has a fantastic dog life!
This kind of thing makes me want to work even harder to help the animals that need us.
I am 11 years old now and am going on my fifth year
of volunteering. This experience overall has made me a
better person!

AVA AMOS AND FRIEND

You Can Help
CVAR and the animals can use your help. Here
is just a partial list of opportunities:
♥ Cat room care
♥ Outdoor farm animal area care
♥ Small animal room care
♥ Dog room and yard care and dog walking
♥ Gardening (spring and summer)
♥ Maintenance tasks (as needed)
♥ Newsletter distribution
♥ Fundraise & Events Committee
Volunteers must be at least 18 years old or
be accompanied by a parent or guardian who is
18 or older. The minimum age is 8 years old.
Most of the volunteers for animal areas
come weekly for 2-4 hours. Some stay much
longer and bring their lunch. Some come every
other week or once a month. There’s a space
and schedule to fit any need. Contact CVAR at
360-765-0598.
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Feeding the Birds and the … Bears?
By Pat Todd

I

love working in my kitchen and watching wild birds who
come to eat at the feeders just outside the windows. Our
cats, safely inside, also enjoy “birding” as well as watching the
squirrels and chipmunks that come for seeds.
Late one night, I happened to catch a movement in the
dark. I turned on the deck light just in time to see a rat hustling
away from seed that had fallen on the deck. That’s when I started bringing in the feeders at night. But one afternoon we had a
new customer at the feeder – a good
-sized black bear! After mangling the
feeders and eating the seed, the bear
left. I needed to rethink wildlife feeding. Although offering bits of food to wildlife enables us to see
them up close, we could be causing them to become nuisances,
as well as doing harm to them.
WHAT? THIS BIRD SEED WASN’T FOR ME?
In nature, the number of animals in any given area is usually controlled by three things: available food, water and shelter.
The available resources keep the animals from overcrowding, which in turn helps to minimize the spread of disease.
When we leave food out, more animals are encouraged to move into an area. Not only could we be escalating
potential disease, but we may also be escalating the nuisance factor.
When we find wild mammals seeking shelter and food in our garages, sheds or even under the house, they aren’t
quite so cute anymore.
This doesn’t mean we can’t feed the birds anymore. It just means we need to learn how to be good stewards to our
wildlife. Here are some suggested websites:

Wildlife

http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/resources/tips/feed_wildlife.html
http://wdfw.wa.gov/living/winter_feeding/wildlife.html
the best thing for his scared,
pained young dog was to turn
him over to CVAR.
I was the technician who was working on him and
knew his history. I kept expecting him to try to bite due to
the pain he was in, but he never did. He seemed to trust me
from the start. Right away, we started him on some strong
pain medication and antibiotics and set him up for
amputation surgery. He came through beautifully.
The day after surgery, it was clear that his physical
wounds were going to be the easy part of his healing. In no
time, he was bouncing around on three legs. His emotional
wounds would take more time and tenderness to heal.

NEVER AGAIN … Continued from Page 5
Although comfortable with me, he distrusted others.
Slowly, other people were introduced to him, one at a time
and using lots of treats. One person at a time, he began to
trust again.
Physically, he is now completely healed and getting
around great. Emotionally, he is doing much better, and
many of our volunteers are now walking him and playing
ball with him. He improves every day as he slowly learns
that most people are good, and we will never let anyone
hurt him again.

Wildlife in Rehab

At press time, these are the numbers
of wildlife species brought in for
rehabilitation:
Bats
Chipmunk
Rabbits
Coyote
Fawns
Frog

3
11
16
1
17
1

Otter
Opossums
Raccoons
Rats
Squirrels
Weasels

1
8
33
5
11
3

Donor Privacy Policy
We are committed to the
rights of our donors. To that
end, we will not sell, trade or
share our donors’ personal or
contact information with
anyone else, nor will we send
mailings on behalf of other
organizations.

Critter Count

At press time, CVAR had the following
numbers of animals available for
adoption:
Birds - small
Birds - large
Brutus
Cats
Chickens
Degus
Dogs
Donkeys
Emu
Ferret
Geckoes
Goats

19
2
1
43
9
6
1
4
1
1
6
6

Guinea Fowl
Guinea Pigs
Horses
Iguanas
Llamas
Mice
Pigs
Quail
Rabbits
Rats
Sheep
Turtles

3
1
11
3
1
1
3
25
44
1
2
4

Calendar
Dec 5: Holiday Open House at CVAR
Dec 12-13: Chimacum Arts & Crafts
Fair at Chimacum Schools
May 28-29: Shrimp Fest, Brinnon
June 10-11: CVAR Garage Sale at
Chimacum Grange
July 9: Summer Open House at
CVAR
PLEASE NOTE: CVAR will be closed
for the holidays Nov. 27, Dec 25-27
and Jan. 1.

Center Valley Animal Rescue
is open to the public for tours and adoptions
every Friday, Saturday and Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

